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Shangri-La - Midtown
"Dim Sum Delight"

by DesignNPrint

Shangri-La is a restaurant in Detroit's Midtown that specializes in
authentic and Americanized Chinese cuisine. Although Shangri-La does
offer regular a la carte service which is popular, the main way to dine is
Dim Sum. Get a table and watch as plates full of food pass by your table
on carts ready for your selection. Particular favorites include the
dumplings and the hot and sour soup made using black vinegar. ShangriLa also has a full bar including a good selection of sake.

+1 313 974 7669

www.midtownshangri-la.com/

4710 Cass Avenue, Detroit MI

Wasabi Korean & Japanese
Cuisine
"Sushi and Sake Spot"

by The Aimless Cook

The sleek, modern interiors of Wasabi Korean & Japanese Cuisine serve
as an appropriate setting for the menu that fuses Japanese and Korean
cuisine served there. You can order a plethora of straight Japanese and
Korean dishes like tempura, teriyaki, katsu, udon, kalbi and bulgogi.
Wasabi also creates some of the best and freshest sushi around, in almost
any form or variety you can think of. The lunch bento boxes are an
especially popular option as well. Wasabi also carries an impressive
selection of sakes as well as Korean liquors.

+1 313 638 1272

wasabimichigan.com/

15 East Kirby, Detroit MI

Ronin
"Delicious Sushi"
Ronin restaurant and a sushi bar is home to some mighty fine deishes. As
with any popular restaurant, you will likely have to endure some time and
wait to be seated. However, be rest assured that it will all be worth it. A
wide selection of sushi rolls include vegetarian rolls among the fish
specials. Great service by the wait-staff round out an exquisite experience.
by Loozrboy

+1 248 546 0888

www.roninsushi.com

info@roninsushi.com

326 West 4th Street, Royal
Oak MI
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